Christchurch District Gazebos
purchased April 2015, held at CSC
www.galatent.co.uk
Model Gala Shade Pro 50 2 identical gazebos
printed with 'Christchurch Scouts' on one top edge and scouts logo on roof

Features



Heavy-Duty wheelie carry case
Sidewalls to fully enclose the structure

Product Specification
Overall size 3m x 3m
Pretty much waterproof but not guaranteed in heavy rain
Leg size: hexagonal 50 x 50mm - (60mm x 60mm corner to corner)
With 5 Adjustable Height Settings
From ground to valance:
From ground to the centre:
From ground to the top:

Position 1:
1400mm
1440mm
2680mm

Packing Sizes:
 Frame - 169 x 36 x 36cm
 Canopy – 44 x 37 x 13cm
 Total Weight: 46kg

Position 2:
1550mm
1590mm
2830cm

Position 3:
1700mm
1740mm
2980mm

Position 4:
1850mm
1890mm
3130mm

Position 5:
2000mm
2040mm
3280mm

Instructions
To Erect (2 people recommended)
1. Find level ground or you are warping the frame and putting undue stress on it which can
lead to breakages.
2. Take the canopy out of the side of the bag and place to one side.
3. Take the frame out of case and stand it on its feet, preferably near the mid-point of where
you want the gazebo to be. Grasp the bottom of a V each (the umbrella looking parts, not
the legs) and walk the frame about half way out.
4. Put canopy over the top, align it over each corner and attach the velcro in the corners,
smoothing it close by pressing on the canopy onto the frame.
5. Grasp the bottom of a V each again and expand the frame out fully, watching fingers, until
you hear the pin at the top of the leg lock into position. You may need to apply pressure
from above the corner and from below the side umbrella looking struts. It will now be at half
height.
6. Go to half way along each edge and take the strapping from the canopy, inwards around the
frame, and clip it to the other part of the clip.
7. Lift each leg, then pull out the leg extension from inside, until you hear the pin lock.
8. If you want it higher, put your foot on a footpad and lift the upper half of the leg slowly until
it reaches the height you want. It is best to have 2 people do one side simultaneously, then
do the other side simultaneously. This keeps stress off the frame.
9. Then anchor it according to the wind conditions.

Take it down (2 people recommended)
1. Take down guys
2. On each leg, pull out the pin halfway down and lower the extension into the top half. It is
best to have 2 people do one side simultaneously, then do the other side simultaneously.
This keeps stress off the frame.
3. Now it is lower, go to half way along each edge and under the canopy, unclip the strapping
which is holding the canopy to the frame.
4. Go to each leg and pull out the pin at the top of the leg. You can feel when its disengaged
and if you 'shake' the leg in a few inches towards the middle, this will prevent the in from
slipping back in.
5. Once all pins are released, collapse the frame towards the middle and the frame goes down
like an umbrella. The best way to do this is to stad near diagonal corners, have one hand on
the leg that will lift the leg to walk it in, and the other of the lower part of the V to
encourage it downwards and contract the sides. Take it halfway only.
6. Now it is lower, go to each corner and undo the velcro so you can lift the canopy off. It is
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED that you take it off before collapsing the frame as it prevents
damage.
7. Once the canopy is off, collapse the frame right to the middle.
8. Open the frame bag and lay it on its side. (Trying to lift in can cause damage to the bag as its
hard to handle the weight.) Lift the frame in so that the feet go in the bottom. You may need
to hold the sides away right near the base.
9. Lift the frame and bag onto its base, then zip and clip it up.
10. Fold the canopy and pack in the outside of the bag. Best way to fold it so it fits:
 Fold it in half along two diagonals so you end up with a triangle which is two sides of the
canopy.
 Fold it again along the middle diagonal so you end up with one triangle which is one side
of the canopy. At this point, the whole thing including the lower corners, should all go
flat.
 Fold the two lower corners to the mid -point.
 Fold it all in half, along a line from the point of the canopy top to the lower edge. You
should have a long length about a foot wide.
 Fold it in half again so its half the length. This is now the right size.
11. If its bone dry, return it to base. If not, take it somewhere to half erect and allow it to air dry.
Then pack and return it to base.

